The Baylor Law Executive LL.M. in Litigation Management is designed for experienced, practicing lawyers seeking advanced instruction in the strategic management of litigation dockets, processes, and protocols. This unique program combines online and on-campus sessions to develop the disciplines, skills, and best practices needed to take your career to the next level and can be completed in as little as 14-months. Don’t just take it from us; see how the LL.M. program has impacted the careers of others just like you.

GRADUATE PERSPECTIVES

Here’s what insurance in-house LL.M. graduates said when asked, “Why was the LL.M. right for you?”

ANN LAFEIR
Senior IP Counsel
USAA

I wanted to expand my skill set and add on a second discipline to bring more value and be a better team player to my team and to my company.

BRANDI PERCY
Litigation Supervisor
Atlantic Casualty Insurance Co

I wanted to quantify how much value I’m bringing to the corporation in terms of my work in my day to day operations, do my job better, and be more efficient.

PATRICK RUTTINGER
In-House Counsel
Travelers Insurance Company

I wanted to gain a voice inside my organization, communicate better with leadership, and become more marketable both internally and externally.

METRICS

- THEY WOULD RECOMMEND THE PROGRAM TO COLLEAGUES
- THE VALUE RECEIVED WAS WORTH THE INVESTMENT
- THEY ENHANCED THEIR ABILITY TO MANAGE LITIGATION
- THEY IMPROVED IN BOTH EFFICIENCY AND EFFECTIVENESS

100% OF GRADUATE SURVEY RESPONSES STATED
BENEFITS

Our graduates report experiencing the following benefits as a direct outcome of their time in the program.

1. **IMMEDIATE IMPACT:** “It helped right away because it gave me practical tools that I could implement on an initial level to make me better at my job, day in and day out.”

2. **RAPID RETURNS:** “So many little things that I’ve done added up and saved the company $250,000 in the first year of implementation after finishing this program.”

3. **PROFESSIONAL SUCCESS:** “The knowledge and experience I gained in this program helped me get published and made me more marketable as a whole.”

4. **CONSTANT CONTACT:** “I have an advantage now because I created a network with some of the most well-regarded, well-known, practical thinking faculty and outside experts that I could use after the program.”

RESULTS

The LL.M. graduates serving in-house could apply the litigation management skills they learned immediately in their jobs. They noticed savings in legal spend as well as better outcomes and more efficient management of their dockets and outside counsel. They did not have to wait until their degree course ended: the benefits were immediate and relevant.